
                
            

“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most 
intelligent that survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable 
to change.” - Charles Darwin

THE EVOLUTION WILL BE TELEVISED
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HAPPY 
200TH 
BIRTHDAY 
DARWIN

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 8 · 8P[ 

See how catastrophic climate change and evolutionary dead ends couldn’t 
stop one splinter group of dinosaurs evolving into a great American icon—the
modern turkey.  

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 8 · 9P[

Examine the environmental pressures that turned a wolflike creature that
hunted in shallow waters into a leviathan of the seas.  

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 8 · 10P[

In the story of evolution, bears are one of the ultimate survivors–no other family 
of large animals has adapted to such diverse habitats and climates.  

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 10 · 9P[

Using Darwin’s own diary and field notes as a travel guide, retrace Darwin’s
expedition beyond the Galapagos to uncover the forgotten evidence that inspired his
revolutionary work.  

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 10 · 10P[

Travel with intrepid explorers to witness ongoing evolution in a phenomenal 
natural laboratory. Deep in Africa’s Congo River Basin, we’ll search for an elusive
man-sized “tiger fish” that may hold the key to understanding the evolution of an
extraordinary array of bizarre creatures.  

www.natgeotv.com
For screeners or more information, please contact 202-912-6632.
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